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Bioinformatics TechnologiesSpringer, 2005
Solving modern biological problems requires advanced computational methods. Bioinformatics evolved from the active interaction of two fast-developing disciplines, biology and information technology. The central issue of this emerging field is the transformation of often distributed and unstructured biological data into meaningful information....
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Digital Economy: :  Impacts, Influences and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Digital Economy: Impacts, Influences and Challenges provides information  about the socioeconomic aspects of the Digital Economy. This set of 18  essays covers the effects of Digital Economy on business transactions,  technology and culture, as well as on e     
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Neural Networks in Healthcare: Potential and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Healthcare costs around the globe are on the rise, creating a strong need for new ways of assisting the requirements of the healthcare system. Besides applications in other areas, neural networks have naturally found many promising applications in the health and medicine areas. Neural Networks in Healthcare: Potential and Challenges presents...
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Cisco CCIE Fundamentals: Network Design & Case StudiesCisco Press, 1998
For a sophisticated view of networking design concepts that goes from lofty to granular in the blink of an eye, Network Design and Case Studies is a sure winner. This mammoth entry in Cisco's growing collection of reference books provides equal parts academic theory and practical application.
 The first half of the book deals...
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Large Time Asymptotics for Solutions of Nonlinear Partial Differential EquationsSpringer, 2009

	A large number of physical phenomena are modeled by nonlinear partial differential equations, subject to appropriate initial/ boundary conditions; these equations, in general, do not admit exact solution. The present monograph gives constructive mathematical techniques which bring out large time behavior of solutions of these model equations....
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Becoming a Strategic Leader: Your Role in Your Organization's Enduring Success (J-B CCL (Center for Creative Leadership))Jossey-Bass, 2005
Praise for Becoming a Strategic Leader
    "If you manage anything of importance—from a company to a functional area—read this book, and share it with your team. You'll dog-ear plenty of pages and blow away your previous performance."
    —Steve Wigginton, executive vice president,...
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Configuring and Troubleshooting Windows XP ProfessionalSyngress Publishing, 2001
The thing about Windows XP Professional is, users love it. It has a slick interface and it behaves far more intelligently and predictably than some of its predecessors. The new system of software registration aside, Windows XP surely is the most highly acclaimed Microsoft...
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Google Apps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Google Apps are Web-based, low-cost (or free!) office productivity tools that do everything those expensive applications do — and you can access them from any computer with an Internet connection. Google Apps For Dummies boosts your "app-titude" by giving you the low-down on choosing, setting up, and using these nifty and...
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Wireless Local-Area Network FundamentalsCisco Press, 2003
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco  Aironet WLAN. 

	
    Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and  deployment guide 

    
	
    Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments  including...
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Computational Intelligence in ControlIGI Global, 2002

	The problem of controlling uncertain dynamic systems, which are subject to external disturbances, uncertainty and sheer complexity is of considerable interest in computer science, Operations Research and Business domains. The application of intelligent systems has been found useful in problems when the process is either difficult to model or...
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Expectations and Demands in Online Teaching: Practical ExperiencesIGI Global, 2008
Despite the considerable, growing interest in online education, most studies have focused only on the students perspective. Merely a handful of studies have attempted to address the teachers perspectives and little has been published on the online teaching experience itself.
Expectations and Demands in Online Teaching: Practical...
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The Five-Year Party: How Colleges Have Given Up on Educating Your Child and What You Can Do About ItBenBella Books, 2010

	My first inkling that something had gone seriously hay-wire in higher education came just after the turn of the millennium, when I was asked to take over the job of advisor to the campus radio station. I had spent the previous five years as a full-time journalism instructor and advisor to the student newspaper at Keene State College in New...
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